
Corel’s “HMS Greyhound” 
20 - gun British Ship 

Wooden Ship Model Kit by Corel (No. SM59) 

Photos and commentary by Michael Butcher 

Again we welcome a “go to whoa” report by Michael and we are 

grateful for his detailed description of the various steps in building 

this model.  

This time around, Michael’s latest challenge is the  three-masted 

20-gun H.M.S. Greyhound which was launched at Deptford on February 13, 1720. Her mis-

sion was to fight the pirates that plagued the Mediterranean coast. Although she was graceful 

and sleek, she was no match to the more agile and heavily armed pirate ships. 

Corel's H.M.S. Greyhound features plank-on-bulkhead construc-

tion in laser cut wood. The hull uses flexible lime-wood strips for 

the first planking and dark walnut for the second. Fittings include 

ready-to-use blocks and deadeyes, blackened metal anchors, 

brass rods and nails, and gilded metal stern and bow decora-

tions. Britannia metal gunports and lifeboat are expertly cast. 

Twenty burnished metal cannon on wooden carriages sit on the 

main deck. The kit is complete with wooden display board and 

cradle, four sheets of plans and illustrated instruction manual.   

Intermediate Level, Length: 20" / Height: 16-1/2" / Scale: 1:100 

All photographs and articles published remain the copyright property of the 

contributor and SMSC unless released. 
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1. After carefully reading all the instructions, 
checking all component parts in the kit, examining 
all the plans and preparing the tools for the first 
step, Michael commenced the most crucial part of 
the construction.  A simple 'drydock' was made by 
screwing two pieces of 10mm x 10mm square 
section timber strips on a spare piece of flat timber 
with the gap between the timber wide enough to 
accommodate the keel section as in the photo. 

 2. Michael has a system of adjustable timber slid-
ing ends grooved in the centre to steady the ex-
treme sections of the keel.  This one is for models 
up to around 650mms in length and he has a longer 
one for models up to 1200 mms. 

All the frames should now be laid out in sequential 
order and these placed in their respective slots as 
per plan making sure the depths of each frame 
matches the depth of the cut in the keel such that 
the deck levels are accurately  aligned.  Glue is not 
used at this stage. 

3. This model has a false lower deck which had 
to be trimmed to fit exactly between the lower level 
deck in the forward frames. This was not glued in 
until the upper deck was tested to fit.  In this case 
almost every slot in the deck, which should have 
matched the bulwark supports on the frames, had 
to be substantially adjusted by filing. (Not a good 
example of laser cutting of the plywood.) It was im-
portant to constantly check and recheck to make 
sure that all was in alignment and the keel re-
mained absolutely straight. When all was well, then 
all these components were removed and Michael 
recommenced fitting all the frames, forward to aft, 
lightly gluing with Aquadhere (PVA) or similar (not 
instant or CA) as they have to remain flexible until the decks are in place and the decks them-
selves are then glued in.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4  and 5: Shows all now in place and glued - ready for next 
stage. The alignment is best viewed from above, a view from aft 
also ensures the centre of Frame 1 (forward) is centred with the 
line of the keel aft.  

This completes this step and Michael then proceeded with upper decking. 
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6. This shows the  positioning of the first 
plank but before this happens there are a few 
steps prior. 
a On the stern, the vertical supports 
(pilasters) for the transom are fitted. These 
comprise of 3x3 mm walnut on the corners 
and 2x2mm walnut between them.  
b. A metal bulkhead has to be fitted be-
tween the extended ends of frame 12 to pro-
vide support for the quarterdeck.  This has to 
be painted beforehand and a copper shade 
was selected for the doors to complement the 
internal lining of the bulwarks, which is done 
later. 
c. Slot in the quarterdeck with preset slots 
matching the position of the pilasters, gluing 
to them as well as to the bulkhead and to a slightly bent 2x4 mm walnut beam spanning frame 
13.  This required a considerable amount of fine tuning of the deck plywood laser cut section to 
fit. 
d. Finally the forecastle deck has to be fitted which also needed some fine tuning! 
The photo shows all these deck fittings and the way in which the 1st plank was secured.  It is a 
1.5x3 mm plank which has to be fitted with the lower edge flush with the main deck line from 
stem to stern.  The forward end had to be perfectly bent to match the bow shape - not easy! 

7. All 4 of the initial 1.5 x 3.0 mm walnut 
planking is complete with the metal gunports 
glued in position with a touch of zap-a-gap 
(CA) adhesive and placed equidistant be-
tween the frames. Getting the top and bot-
tom planks equidistant, parallel and match-
ing both sides to meet at the bow, with the 
extreme curvature involved, was a painstak-
ing job!   
Also now complete is the internal lining of the port side bulwarks with 1 x 4 walnut strips insert-

ed vertically between each side of the gunports and the frames. 

8. Now we show the model with gunports 
secured between the two 1.5 x 3.0 horizon-
tal walnut strips which run from bow to 
stern.  
The distance between the two strips was 
governed exactly by the width required by 
the gunports.   
On completion, the external lining with 1.5 x 
5.0 mm lime wood strips was inserted hori-
zontally between the gunports.   
Before proceeding with the first planking 
below the gunports, the inboard lining was 
done.   
Firstly vertical strips of 1x4 walnut timber strips were laid followed by1x3 walnut sections laid 
horizontally between the gunport apertures.  
The finished internal bulwark linings were coated with a clear water based sealant for protec-
tion 
This photograph shows the port side completed with the starboard side awaiting attention. 
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9. This shows the stern planking and the need 
to use wedges to fill in the after ends of the plank-
ing at the stern.  
At this stage, the planking around the gunports 
needed to leave the metal surrounds of the gun-
ports visible.   
This is rectified later 

10. This view of the deckline taken from the bow 

end shows that the extension sections of the 

frames have been removed and sanded down to 

accommodate the deck lining, which will be done 

later on.  As can be seen, the starboard side inner 

lining only has the top and bottom rails installed 

and awaits the the fitting of the lining between the 

gunports. Also noticeable is the bow section with 

only the starboard side top rail installed with the 

port awaiting attention!  The accurate bending of 

the 2 x 5mm limewood timber rail, which is glued 

to the walnut extension of the bulwark, requires a lot of patience and repeat bending under a 

steam iron before achieving the desired result! 

11. After the 1st planking of 1.5x5 mm limewood 

has been completed around the gunports and up-

per structure, Michael measures halfway down to 

the keel and secures a plank in that position. He 

then fills in the planking alternatively above and 

below that centre plank, bevelling and trimming 

planks according to how the planks want to natu-

rally bend around the hull. Towards the bow, they 

need to be trimmed by narrowing them from about the 4th frame forwards.  There are ways of 

measuring carefully how much trim is required but Michael admits he uses his eye judgement 

and it generally works! 

12. In this shot, the second planking is well under-

way.  This is where the planking becomes a little 

more interesting as it is necessary to use varying 

sizes of timber at various stages. Starting immedi-

ately above the tops of the gunports, a 1x3 walnut 

strake is used covering the top metal surround of 

the gunports from forrard to aft.  

Then, between the gunports and from right forward 

to aft, 1 strake of 1.5x5 mm limewood followed by a strake of 1x1mm walnut is used to cover 

half the metal side parts of the gunports. From there, 5 strakes of 1x3 mm basswood (yellow 

timber) completes the coverage of the metal frames of the gunports and continues down to-

wards the keel until 3 strakes of 2x2 mm walnut are added.   

The next stage is the introduction of 1x4 mm walnut which completes the second planking.  The 

photo shows the completion to the beginning of that stage. 
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13. With the second planking completed, it is 

time to coat the hull and the rest of the model with 

a clear sealant - after painting the required areas 

in the colours suggested (in this case the yellow 

ochre).  

Next on the agenda is to lay the deck planking. 

This photo shows the technique Michael uses to 

ensure the planking is uniform throughout.  The 

plans call for each plank to be 8cms in length so 

the jig is set to produce the required amounts.  

The timber is 0.6x3 mms, light maple, and the lay-

ing commences from a centre line then gradually 

working out in a brick like fashion ie: staggered and obviously trimmed to shape around the bul-

warks and hatchways etc.  Aquadere (PVA) is the suitable glue to use as it allows plenty of time 

to make the final adjustments in placement. The jig shown is self explanatory and quite easy to 

make.  

The razor blade used may be 'old fashioned' but is very effective and surprisingly still available 

for purchase. 

14. With the decking completed, it's 

time to start fitting out the bits and pieces 

which do need plenty of care as the mod-

el is small and so are the fittings!   

Starting from forrard, the handrail around 

the bow - according to the kit maker- 

should be made by making a jig of pins 

on a piece of timber and using four piec-

es of 1.0 x 1.0 mm walnut glued together, steamed and shaped within the jig.  

Michael opted to use another method using 1.0 x 4.00 mm walnut cut into short lengths with 

suitably angled sides to fit the shape of the bow. It worked well and much more simple to do. 

The other handrails on either side needed slight bending as is normal.   

The photo also shows some of the brass fittings in place including the 'friezes'on the stern rails 

and the side transoms.  The hatches now have the gratings made and inserted together with 

the access ladders to the lower deck. 

15. & 16: The transom is always a work of art in these older ves-
sels and this was no exception.  
The side windows were straightforward but the stern section re-
quired a very steady hand and much patience to complete.  

This one is a little unusu-
al with a variation to the 
layout and being very 
small again with very fi-
ne moulding of the brass 
figures. The windows 
were an easier task. 
Having now reached the tender age of eighty four, 
Michael is finding his fingers don't work as well and 
his eyes soon become sore with too much concen-
tration! However, he says the results look OK from a 
short distance away! 
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17—19 Here is 

shown the hull with all 

the brass external fit-

tings in place.  

All the handrails, both 

sides and in the bow, 

have been  positioned 

including the quarter 

deck extensions and 

supporting blocks.  

The catsheads were fashioned from 4x4mms walnut and prepared with appropriate holes for 

rigging and the cleats.   

Boarding steps were cut from 4x4 mms right angled sections walnut and individually spaced on 

both sides.  Both sides also had strip fenders of 1x1mms walnut applied, and two small chocks 

were inserted adjacent to them. 

The channels were then secured in position with 1x2 mms supports beneath them for addition-

al security.   

At this stage, all added timber parts were sealed with a coat of clear water based sealant.  

Then followed the positioning of the dead eyes in the loops of the straps as supplied in the kit.  

Here is where Michael had serious problems which required some lateral thinking.  

The straps were made of soft lead which, even 

with the greatest care,  were prone to breakage.  

Although 90% of the 36 survived, three were bro-

ken beyond repair.   

As only 36 had been supplied, and there was a 

risk that more would break when the shrouds 

were tensioned, replacements were required.   

Rather than order more of the same type, Mi-

chael resorted to a technique he had used in 

the past using 0.6 wire which, when painted 

the same colour as the rest, can  hardly be 

distinguished. 

The Knightheads around the bow perimeter 

are also made of soft lead.  They have a cut 

toward the top which is meant to slot into the 1mm thick handrail.  Unfortunately they are not 

quite 1 mm wide and had to be carefully filed wider (without breakage!) and this was completed 

satisfactorily - in fear and trepidation!   

The larger posts for the belaying pin rails were the same but when the first one broke with the 

filing, Michael replaced them all with timber posts, hand fashioned. 
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20 Positive progress has been made 

with all the deck appliances fitted includ-

ing placement of cannons, steering fix-

tures, knightheads, guard rails around 

hatches, catheads, capstan, water 

pumps, and the belaying pin racks.  On 

the external hull, the rudder, the chain 

wales, chain plates, and dead eyes have 

been secured. The anchors made up 

have been temporally attached to the 

catheads - to keep the bow area clear for 

future rigging. 

Michael found the temporary stand he 

used earlier was unsuitable when the masting commenced so  he assembled the more sta-

ble unit supplied by the kit maker.  The masts and bowsprit, having been fashioned, fitted 

with crosstrees and caps, plus necessary blocks dead eyes, have been glued in place.  Fine 

cotton was used to provide temporary security to ensure correct positioning until the glue 

dried.   

21 More clearly shown in this photo are the 

deck fittings.  In the assembly and positioning 

of the cannons, Michael found it comparative-

ly straightforward except for those under the 

bow and poop deck. Photos 23 and 24 show 

these in more detail.  The knightheads, being 

very small and made of hard leadlike metal, 

could not be trimmed to fit properly around 

the bulwarks at variable heights.  They, how-

ever,  seem to sufficiently proud of the bul-

wark rails to be used as intended. 

22 This highlights the two main bow-

sprit stays in place (made of 0.5 cot-

ton), joined by a third stay (of 0.25 cot-

ton) intertwined in triangular fashion - a 

rather delicate operation, Michael re-

ports. Also seen clearly are the rubbing 

strakes on the starboard side which are 

repeated on the port, as are the board-

ing steps amidships. 
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23 The tight space around the foremast base 

is seen clearly in this photo. Two belaying pin 

racks are sited, one immediately forrard and 

one aft of the foremast.  In addition, a cannon 

is sited on either side leaving little or no space 

around them.   The ship's bell can be seen 

mounted on the forecastle deck balustrade aft .  

Two spare mast/yard timbers are supported 

above the hatch and the lifeboat is to be posi-

tioned on top at a later stage. 

24 The position of the ships wheel astern of the mizzen 

mast leaves the helmsman with little or no forward vision, 

depending on which side of the wheel he stands!  A circular 

belaying pin rack at the base of the mast further impedes his 

vision.  A cannon is sited immediately behind him, one on 

either side!  Michael says he's glad he was at sea during the 

20th century! 

25-26 All the stays and shrouds are completed and the ratlines are commenced.  Apart 

from the strain on the old eyes, reeving the dead eyes on the shrouds and the fine knotting 

on the standing rigging as well, Michael found the securing of the rigging a pleasant task. 

The plans for the rigging were difficult to follow until he worked out how the designer had 

documented them. There is a fair amount of cross checking between the instruction sheets 

and the plans to do, as there is a dearth of photos & drawings.  
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27-28 Two Thirds of rigging completed. The model is now around two thirds complete with 
all the ratlines completed. The pre- prepared yards have been secured on the foremast and 
mainmast and the lower braces secured on both masts. For a small scale vessel the rigging 
is fairly intricate. As a result the further it progressed, the more difficult it became. In partic-
ular it was found that there was an expectancy to make fast a large number of the lines in 
the same confined belaying points around the base of the masts - previously mentioned in 
photo 23.  As a precaution, Michael had to remove temporarily the spare timbers also 
shown in photo 23, so as to avoid damage and provide a little more 'finger' space.  He says 
It proved to be an exercise in patience, caution and with considerable use of tweezers, for-
ceps and the like.  Photo 28 provides a better view of the areas where the lines are secured 
in close proximity to each other around the base of the masts. 

29-30 The rigging completed. The main rigging is com-

plete with the mizzen mast yards in place and main rig-

ging and braces secured. There are still a number of 

outstanding jobs to be done. The spare timbers over the 

foredeck hatch, which were moved aside to provide more work space around the foremast, 

have to be replaced. The ship’s boat, which was hand made earlier, instead of using the 

cast metal one supplied, needs a few accessories made and then the boat has to be se-

cured on top of the timbers.  Some of the rigging done earlier will need checking and adjust-

ment  There are many coils of rope to be made and fitted, the flag staff is to be made and 

mounted on the poop and the lights attached to the transom.  A variety of bits and pieces 

then need to checked, paintwork touched up as necessary and finally the model is to be 

glued to the stand  
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The model is now complete and ready for the 

base plate and perspex cover to be made and 

fitted.  The last items to be included were the 

brass lights on the stern, a few tweaks of the 

rigging with an additional brace to mizzen, po-

sitioning of the ensign staff and rope coils, 

plus the hoisting of the flags/ensigns.   

Michael indicates that the model was com-

menced at the beginning of the year and, with a 

few periods of disruption, has taken six months 

to make.  In terms of actual hours spent at the 

work table, he suggests it would have taken a 

period of about 220 hours.  Following a short 

rest, he intends to continue with another model, 

yet to be selected.  


